Glossary

3-D printing
The use of a special printer that produces physical objects from digital models, usually by additively secreting malleable plastics.

Afrofuturism
A form of science fiction that incorporates elements of Black culture.

Algorithm
A fixed set of instructions that a computer follows to perform calculations or solve a problem; all software programs are based on them.

Algorithmic oppression
The creation and use of algorithms that perpetuate systemic oppression; coined by Safiya Umoja Noble in her 2018 book *Algorithms of Oppression*.

Algorithmic risk assessment
The controversial use of algorithms to assess the likelihood that a convict will commit a crime again; the results, which are known to be biased against marginalized communities, are then used to determine their sentencing.

Artificial intelligence
A software program that approximates human intelligence (including the ability to make decisions or answer questions) by processing large sets of data.

ASCII
Abbreviation (pronounced “ask-ee”) of the American Standard Code for Information Interchange, a standard set of 128 letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and special characters represented by digital codes.

Avatar
A visual representation of an individual's identity on the internet or in virtual spaces; examples include Memojis and characters in Second Life.
Big Data
Enormous databases of information (and especially our personal information) that are used to discover patterns; also the companies that create such databases

Bioart
A form of art that utilizes the materials and methods of the biological sciences

Biometric surveillance
A form of surveillance that depends upon the measuring of the body, such as fingerprinting, retina scans, and voice and facial recognition

CripTech
Short for “Cripple Technology,” or technology that is designed by and for disabled people

Cyberspace
A digital simulation of physical space, or, more generally, the overall “environment” of the internet; coined by William Gibson in his 1984 book *Neuromancer*

Cyborg
Short for “cybernetic organism,” or an organism whose body is regulated with the assistance of self-adjusting technology; first coined in the 1950s to describe mice with insulin catheters in place of their tails

Database
An organized compilation of information stored by a computer

Dead drop
A digital storage device that is left in a public or semi-public place so that people can anonymously download files from it

Difference engine
Charles Babbage's mechanical calculator, first developed in the 1820s, which anticipated his analytical engine, the first general-purpose computing machine and the origins of the modern computer

Digital art
A term popularized in the 1990s to describe art that is made with digital tools, such as computers and the internet; now that most artists use digital tools at some point in their process, it may be more narrowly defined as art that is “about” those tools, in that it explores their operation, aesthetics, or cultural meaning

Digital colonialism
As used by artist Morehshin Allahyari since 2015, the use of digital technologies to claim ownership over another culture’s heritage; related to the term “electronic colonialism,” or the process by which technologically advanced countries assert their relative power over other countries, as described by Herbert Shiller in his 1976 text *Communication and Cultural Domination*

Digital divide
The gap between those who have access to digital tools such as computers and the internet, and those who do not

Digital double
The aggregate information that companies know about a specific individual based on the data they collect from that individual's online activities, with or without their knowledge or consent

Digital native
Someone who has grown up with digital technologies and therefore may prefer them to their analog counterparts (although the term has been critiqued for reducing the variety of experiences of technology to generational difference); coined by Mark Prensky in his 2001 article “Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants”

Digital redlining
The process by which internet service providers offer inferior services or refuse service to marginalized communities based on their anticipated profits
Disability dongle
A typically expensive device or technology that engineers made without consulting disabled people and that disabled people either do not want or cannot afford.

Facial recognition
A complex of technologies—including cameras, software programs, and databases—that allow computers to recognize and compare individual faces.

Filter
In social media and photo-editing applications, a “layer” that can be added to a photo or video that transforms its appearance, particularly with the goal of making more attractive or amusing selfies.

Filter bubble
A narrow selection of content that algorithms present to users based on their previous online interactions, which has the effect of reinforcing their current worldviews.

Glitch
A technical malfunction; in art, the creative use of malfunctioning software or hardware.

Hacking
Gaining unauthorized access to digital information; more broadly, using technology in ways other than its creators intended.

Hactivism
The use and creative misuse of digital technologies to offer cultural critique and bring about social or political change.

Handle
Colloquially, a name or nickname; in technology, a name that identifies an individual user’s profile on a particular internet platform, whether anonymous or mirroring the user’s real name.

Identity tourism
The act of pretending to have a different identity on the internet, and especially in a way that replicates the exploitative power dynamics of colonialism; coined by Lisa Nakamura in her 1995 essay “Race In/For Cyberspace: Identity Tourism and Racial Passing on the Internet.”

Indigenous futurism
A form of science fiction that incorporates elements of Indigenous cultures.

Indigenous technology
Technology developed by Indigenous communities; examples include wampums and quipu.

Internet
A computer network that uses standard protocols to allow computers to communicate with each other; the modern internet relies on the Transfer Control Protocol/Internetwork Protocol (TCP/IP), which was launched on January 1, 1983.

Machinima
A portmanteau of “machine” and “cinema,” referring to animations made by recording inside videogames and other virtual worlds.

Media art
An umbrella term for art that is made with media technologies, such as radio, film, television, video, digital games, and the internet. In the 1990s and early 2000s, the term “new media art” was used to specifically designate media art made using then-new forms of digital media; related terms include “variable media art” and “time-based media art.”

Military-industrial complex
The network of individuals and institutions engaged in the production of weapons; coined by U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower in his Farewell Address on January 17, 1961.
Net (or internet) art
Art made with and experienced on the internet; while sometimes used interchangeably, the term "net art" usually refers specifically to the internet art of the 1990s and early 2000s.

Non-graphical interface
A way of interacting with a computer system that is based on texts exclusively; an interface that includes graphics is known as a graphical user interface, commonly referred to as a GUI, pronounced "gooey".

Operating system
The software that manages a computer’s software and hardware.

Predictive policing
The controversial use of algorithms and databases to predict the likelihood that crimes will be committed in a certain area or time or by certain individuals or groups of individuals; the results, known to be biased against marginalized communities, are then used to increase surveillance, which leads to the infringement of civil rights.

Profile
The presentation of a user’s information on a social media platform, typically including their photo, name or handle, personal information, and recent posts.

Social media
Online platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter that allow users to create and interact with social networks.

Tag
In computing, a word or series of words used to associate content (including files or posts) with a shared topic or theme; the act of assigning a tag to content is called “tagging”.

Techbro
A derogatory term used to describe the sexist men who work in technology and typically are dismissive of any social critiques of technology.

Technochauvinism
The belief that technology can be used to solve any and every problem, which ignores the idea that technology itself has limits, or might be a problem in and of itself; coined by Meredith Broussard in her 2018 book Artificial Unintelligence: How Computers Misunderstand the World.

Technocracy
A form of government or society that is run by technical experts according to the technological principles of efficiency and rationality.

Technology
Applied science that addresses practical needs; examples include engineering, medicine, and computing.

Technophobia
The condition of being afraid of technology; the opposite of technophilia, or the condition of loving technology.

Text-based game
A game that asks the player to respond to questions or situations by selecting or writing texts, rather than interacting with graphics.

Transhumanism
The belief that technology can be used to transcend the limitations of the human body and specifically that our minds can be separated from our bodies.

Voice recognition
A complex of technologies—including microphones, software programs, and databases—that allow computers to identify, compare, and respond to individual voices.

World Wide Web
An international internet protocol launched in 1989 that allows users to navigate between documents and websites via a “web” of hyperlinks.
Difference Machines: Technology and Identity in Contemporary Art

By Paul Vanouse and Tina Rivers Ryan
Introduction

At the entrance to the Albright-Knox Art Gallery’s exhibition *Difference Machines: Technology and Identity in Contemporary Art*, visitors see four large color photographs by the artist Zach Blas. Each shows the head of a different person who looks towards the camera as if they are posing for a mugshot, but their faces are hidden behind opaque, futuristic-looking plastic shells. Like a superhero’s mask, these digitally-designed sculptures confer a special power: they make their wearers undetectable by the facial recognition programs being used to monitor and police marginalized communities.

To the right of these photographs hangs an enormous banner comprising almost 32,000 individual photographs of mundane details from someone’s life: a plate of food, a receipt, a view from a window. Gathered at this scale, they suggest the enormity of the databases that keep track of every aspect of our lives—with and without our consent. Notably, the artist Hasan Elahi has been sharing these photographs online ever since the FBI wrongly suspected him of being a terrorist and spent six months investigating him in the wake of 9/11—years before the advent of Instagram.

Beyond this banner is an installation of fifty cutouts suspended like a children’s mobile. Each has a life-sized, pixilated photograph of a woman’s body part on one side and a tropical-print fabric on the other. Many of the women are tanned or dark-skinned and wear bikinis, typifying the “exotic” images one might find when searching for women from the Caribbean on the internet. By fragmenting their bodies, the artist Joiri Minaya points to the role algorithms play in perpetuating stereotypes and producing partial images of reality.

The last work on the north side of the building is by the artist Keith Piper, who presents an explicitly dystopian view of technology’s role in identifying and tracking social groups. Four television screens show a Black man’s head rotating in space while a target continuously follows his face. Behind him are matrices of digital numbers, samples of other bodies, and close-ups of maps and newspapers. Pairs of words are overlaid on top of him: “subject object,” “culture ethnicity,” “other boundaries,” “visible difference.” The audio includes snippets from news stories about data protection, civil rights, immigration, and hate crimes, all interspersed with the sound of sirens wailing and a relentless synth beat.

These four works are a fitting introduction to the first major museum exhibition focused on the increasingly complex relationship between the technologies we use and the identities we inhabit. Together, they suggest that technology now plays a major role in capturing and shaping our identities. More than just tools, these technologies are redefining how we see ourselves, and each other. The earliest computers were called “difference engines,” as they were used to calculate the differences between numbers. Today, we are surrounded by “difference machines,” or computers that are used to encode the differences between us.

*Difference Machines: Technology and Identity in Contemporary Art* includes seventeen of the most important artists and collectives who have explored the aesthetic and social potential of emerging technologies, and especially the relationship between digital technologies and our collective identities. Whether they identify as Black, Latinx, Middle Eastern, South Asian, East Asian, Indigenous, queer, or trans, each of them views technology through their own unique lived experiences and artistic perspectives. The exhibition includes projects that span the last three decades, ranging from software-based and internet art to animated videos, bioart experiments, digital games, and 3-D printed sculptures. Many of them explore how digital systems contribute to the exclusion, erasure, and exploitation of marginalized communities. Others emphasize how digital tools can be repurposed to tell more inclusive stories or imagine new ways of being. Dynamic and interactive, these projects transform the space of the museum into a laboratory for experimenting with our increasingly powerful “difference machines.”

“We need to learn how the tools that make up our lives are built and managed. Otherwise we will be the ones who are getting programmed.”

— Lior Zalmanson

While *Difference Machines* highlights contemporary artworks that explore the intersection of technology and identity, this introduction aims to sketch their theoretical and historical contexts. The first section discusses how digital tools both empower marginalized communities and amplify systemic inequities. The second section proposes a history of digital art focusing on artists who have explored the concept of difference, and particularly the role that difference plays in our digital systems and on the internet. The essay concludes with an overview of the major themes explored by the artworks in the exhibition.

(De)Coding Bias: Technology and the Production of Difference

In a sense, computers have always been tied to how we define our identities. In 1821, Charles Babbage designed his first difference engine, a mechanical calculator that was used to generate large tables of numerical data, and which anticipated his analytical engine—the first general-purpose, programmable computer. By the turn of the twentieth
Over the past decades, scholars in various disciplines have explored the evolving relationship between technology and identity. Some chronicle how diverse communities use digital tools. Examples of this work include the essays in the anthology *The Intersectional Internet: Race, Sex, Class, and Culture Online*; the books by Charlton D. McIlwain and André Brock Jr. on Black networks; Jennifer Gómez Menjívar and Gloria Elizabeth Chacón’s volume on new technologies in Indigenous communities; and Bonnie Ruberg’s book on how queer people experience and design videogames. Other scholars explore the metaphorical and literal intersections of our concepts of identity and technology. Lisa Nakamura examines what she calls “digital racial formation,” or the formation of racial categories through visual digital technologies, while Legacy Russell proposes that the internet can be a space in which we “glitch” gender codes and Shaka McGlotten connects Black queer life to the mining of data. Some argue that digital tools are themselves “encoded” with ideas about identity.
Tara McPherson contends that the principles behind UNIX—an important operating system created in the late 1960s during the civil rights era—“hardwired an emerging system of covert racism into our mainframes and our minds.” Similarly, Jacob Gaboury argues that computational media are inherently heteronormative in their reliance on binary logic and the act of identification. Inspired in part by McPherson, Kara Keeling proposes the idea of a “Queer OS,” or Queer Operating System: a framework for understanding how our media and information technologies shape—and also are shaped by—our identities. Scholars such as Wendy Hui Kyong Chun and Beth Coleman even propose that race itself is a technology that was “coded” during the Enlightenment.

Concurrently, activists fighting for social justice have turned digital technologies into an important part of their practice. Whereas traditional print and broadcast media are one-way communication streams controlled by people with various forms of privilege, digital media require comparatively fewer resources to operate, allowing even marginalized peoples the opportunity to promote their own narratives and build communities (if they can secure access). Famously, in 1994, the Zapatistas—a pro-democracy guerrilla group based in Chiapas, Mexico—coordinated between Indigenous and campesino groups in Chiapas and elsewhere via messages shared on internet listservs and forums. Today, hashtags on social media, such as: #BlackLivesMatter, #TransDayofVisibility, #UsaTuVoz, and #CriptheVote, make identities visible and amplify demands for representation and social or political action.

Marginalized communities also are active in designing technologies according to their own specific needs. For example, disabled people have a long history of hacking or inventing their own technologies, from mobility aids to health-tracking programs, producing what is now referred to by some as CripTech. These projects are a counterpoint to the commercial devices that are designed by able-bodied people for disabled people, many of which are what the activist and designer Liz Jackson calls disability dongles: elegant and typically expensive technologies that fail to address the most important challenges that disabled people face.

While they can be empowering, digital tools also play a role in perpetuating—and even exacerbating—systemic forms of oppression. At the most basic level, many marginalized communities do not have equal access to computers (a situation referred to as the digital divide), which can limit academic and professional opportunities, especially with the recent explosion of remote schooling and working from home. These same communities also may not have access to high-speed internet: because internet access is not considered a utility (like water or electricity), internet service providers are allowed to choose where they want to invest in their infrastructure. As a result, they often do not invest in places that may be less profitable for them, like municipal housing developments or Native American reservations. This practice is known as digital redlining, as it echoes how banks and other businesses can offer inferior services to underprivileged neighborhoods. Because of the digital divide and digital redlining, both the perils and the promises of the internet are not evenly distributed.

In recent years, the way that databases and algorithms themselves contribute to systemic inequity has been met with greater public scrutiny, thanks in part to exposés such as the 2020 documentary Coded Bias. Increasingly, these tools influence decisions that impact our entire lives, from the grades we receive to the medical care we are provided and the jobs we are offered. Even our justice system has begun using algorithms to predict crimes (known as predictive policing) and determine sentences based on the calculated likelihood that defendants will commit a crime again (known as algorithmic risk assessment). These algorithms are notoriously discriminatory, giving rise to what Ruha Benjamin calls “the New Jim Code.” For example, in the spring of 2019, research in the American Criminal Law Review revealed that the most popular risk assessment program discriminates against Hispanic defendants, and in January 2020, an innocent Black man named Robert Julian-Borchak Williams was arrested because a facial recognition system wrongly matched him to surveillance footage of a robbery suspect.

“There’s a strange back layer to technology that’s often obscured by the terms and conditions, by those who moderate it, and by the code that is written, which seeks to do similar things that institutions do, such as erasing certain voices, deleting certain accounts, and creating a narrative around certain events.”

— Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley

The problem with such digital tools is not just how they are used; it is also how they are designed. In her 2018 book Algorithms of Oppression: How Search Engines Reinforce Racism, Safiya Umoja Noble coined the term algorithmic oppression to describe how software programs contribute to systemic inequities—even in their very coding. “While we often think of terms such as ‘big data’ and ‘algorithms’ as being benign, neutral, or objective, they are anything but. The people who make these decisions hold all types of values, many of which openly promote racism, sexism, and false notions of meritocracy,” she writes. This is a problem because algorithms and databases are only as good as the information that is fed to them. For example, engineers “train” facial recognition algorithms using databases of faces, but if they fail to use diverse databases of images, the algorithms used by law enforcement to identify suspects (to cite one example) are more likely to produce false identifications of non-white subjects. This is why organizations such as the Algorithmic Justice League, Data for Black Lives, and Data & Society are...
increasing awareness about the uses and abuses of digital technologies and demanding greater transparency, accountability, and regulation in the technology sector.

“Saboteurs of Big Daddy Mainframe”: Difference in Digital Art

Today’s conversations about the intersection of technology and identity resonate with the history of digital art, which has always been tied to the social uses of digital tools. The development of Western art has long depended on artists embracing new tools, from Albrecht Dürer’s drawing grids to Vincent van Gogh’s use of commercial paint tubes. In the 1960s, researchers at companies such as Bell Labs and Siemens realized they could use software programs to produce abstract and figurative patterns, pioneering what was then known as computer art. But by then, “art” and “technology” seemed to be opposed terms, reflecting a division between the “two cultures” of the humanities and the sciences. The technological optimism of the Space Age was met by a technophobic backlash driven by the moral horror of nuclear warfare, the economic consequences of automation, the environmental costs of resource extraction, and the existential threat of artificial intelligence. As an integral part of the so-called military-industrial complex that had been developing since the 1950s, technology seemed incompatible with the humanistic ideals espoused by many in the art world. The sculptor Richard Serra famously wrote in 1970, “Technology is what we do to the Black Panthers and the Vietnamese under the guise of advancement in a materialistic theology.”

From the 1970s into the 1980s, artists working with computers and other forms of technology were widely suspected of being complicit with—or at the very least, insufficiently critical of—a newly technocratic society. It is true that many artists working with these tools focused primarily on developing new aesthetic forms, such as interactive texts, computer-generated paintings, and virtual environments. But many also addressed the role of technology in shaping identity and community in a globalized world. Some of the most important early video artists, for example, were women who used newly accessible video recording and editing techniques to critique the sexism of mass media film and television. Most famously, Dara Birnbaum’s Technology/Transformation: Wonder Woman, 1978–9, deconstructs the television show’s supposedly feminist representation of a powerful (and even “technological”) woman. Other artists who were early adopters of technology explored its capacity to bring communities and cultures together. Nam June Paik and John Godfrey’s iconic video Global Groove, 1973, celebrates the idea of using telecommunications systems to create global creative networks, as seen in its mash-up of performances by Koreans and Americans.

“When nearly everything today—our society, economy, military, environment, relationships—is mediated by digital technologies, it is inevitable that artists work with them to better understand ourselves.”

— Rafael Lozano-Hemmer

In the 1990s—in the wake of the culture wars and against the backdrop of the emergence of identity politics—a new generation of artists began using digital technologies to highlight the complexities of systemic bias, marginalization, and oppression. In 1993, the group (RT)mark, operating as the Barbie Liberation Organization, switched the voice boxes in some of Mattel’s Barbie and G.I. Joe dolls so that the former uttered phrases like “vengeance is mine,” while the latter excitedly asked if we would like “to go shopping.” The group secretly returned the dolls to store shelves so that unsuspecting families would be forced to consider how we teach our children to perform gender stereotypes. Ken Gonzales-Day’s digitally-composited photographic series The Bone Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River, c. 1996, features the fictitious Indigenous and Latina two-spirit character Ramoncita, whose body queers and decolonizes our cultural imagination of the nineteenth-century American frontier. The multi-ethnic British group Mongrel similarly used digital editing to produce photographs that questioned national myths about race as part of their project National Heritage, 1997–99, swapping the skins of faces using visible sutures. Produced by Graham Harwood (one of Mongrel’s members) in close collaboration with the staff and patients of a high-security psychiatric hospital, the interactive CD-ROM and installation Rehearsal of Memory, 1996, allows users to “rehearse” the traumatic memories of people sentenced to asylum. Tamiko Thiel and Zara Houshmand’s Beyond Manzanar, 2000, resurrects a different kind of traumatic memory, reimagining the first internment camp built for Japanese-Americans during World War II as a virtual landscape. As a public art project, Ricardo Miranda Zúñiga’s Vagamundo, 2002, presented the specific plight of undocumented Mexicans in New York as a videogame that can be played either online or on a mobile cart.

As the web emerged, it allowed artists to not only make art, but also raise the visibility of their communities. As early as 1991, the Australian collective VNS Matrix authored A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century, which they circulated in the form of fax messages, emails, posters, and billboards. Using suggestive language that parodied what is now called techbro culture, they declared themselves “saboteurs of big daddy mainframe,” protesting the default association of digital technology with (white) men and advancing the idea of a feminist technoculture. In 1996, the Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk) artist Skawennati founded Cyber-PowWow, a website and series of chat rooms devoted to contemporary
Indigenous art that subsequently evolved into AbTeC (Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace), a network for promoting the representation of Indigenous people in virtual worlds such as Second Life. From 1999–2004, the Uruguayan artist Brian Mackern maintained a “netart latino database” (itself an artwork) to highlight net art projects by Latinx artists. The landing page displayed Mackern’s ASCII interpretation of América Invertida, a 1943 drawing by Joaquin Torres Garcia that inverts North and South America, making the latter the privileged term.

“When I started back in the day, the internet was going to be this amazing information highway that was going to level the playing field and make everybody’s lives better. But what it’s turned out to be is a place where it’s very difficult to find the truth, where our privacy is threatened, and where our interaction with it becomes commodified…I’m very hopeful that we humans will use technology in a good way, in a way that helps people, which is how I think it was meant to be used.”

—Skawennati

Many artists belonging to this first generation of net art targeted the idea that we leave behind our bodies and identities when we go online. In response to the increasing popularity of virtual avatars, Victoria Vesna’s 1996 website Bodies© Incorporated allowed visitors to assemble their own virtual bodies from body parts that recognizably belonged to different genders, races, and ages—but only after signing away the rights to their avatars. The work suggested that even our virtual identities are tied to bodies that belong to cultural value systems, including legal ones. Roshini Kempadoo’s website Sweetness and Light, commissioned for a 1996 project about technology and colonization called La Finca/The Homestead, explicitly connected the rush to colonize the new “territories” of cyberspace to the history of European colonization. In both, maximizing profits depends on the maintenance of racial hierarchies and power asymmetries. Shu Lea Chang’s Brandon, 1998–99, was a complex interactive project combining texts, images, virtual and real spaces, and performances displayed across various interfaces. In response to the murder of trans man Brandon Teena and a virtual assault that took place in a chat room (both in 1993), Brandon presented gender as a social code that programs our experience of violence and power both offline and online. Guillermo Gómez-Peña and his collaborator Roberto Sifuentes made a similar claim about race and ethnicity in a website they launched around 1994 that was based on their live performance-installations called Temple of Confessions. The site invited anonymous internet users to “Confess Your Intercultural Cyber-Sins,” including “your fears, desires, fantasies and mythologies regarding the Latino and the indigenous other,” suggesting that we don’t leave our prejudices behind when we go online—and that the internet might actually amplify them.

These many artworks demonstrate that artists—including many diverse artists—who work with digital technologies have long considered the complex relationship between technology and difference. Unfortunately, as is true across contemporary art, these artists often have not been valued beyond their communities, thanks to the systemic biases of institutions including art museums and galleries. In 1999, the art historian María Fernández wrote about the distinct ways that people associated with technology and with art tend to understand identity, focusing on the artists who bridge that gap, including Keith Piper and Rafael Lozano-Hemmer (both artists in Difference Machines), as well as Difference Machines co-curator Paul Vanouse. The highly specific history of digital art outlined above builds on her work, as well as on texts by Jennifer Chan, Kimberly Drew, Ben Valentine, Aria Dean, and Lila Pagola, among others. This account also draws on a few pioneering exhibitions that are rarely mentioned alongside more general surveys of art and technology from the dot-com era. These include the aforementioned The Homestead/La Finca, which was organized by Paul Hertz in 1996 and presented again under the title Colonial Ventures in Cyberspace in 1997, and Race in Digital Space, organized by Erika Dalya Muhammad at the MIT List Visual Arts Center in 2001. In the introduction to his show, Hertz noted, “Only a fraction of the world’s people have a presence in cyberspace: the rest are outsiders. Will the outsiders eventually participate? Will borders and differences persist in cyberspace? Who decides these issues?” Almost twenty-five years later, cyberspace’s relationship to difference has only become more complex. With so much at stake, it is all the more urgent to rewrite the decades-long history of contemporary art that deals with technology and identity for the present.

Difference Machines: Technology and Identity in Contemporary Art

In his “First Law of Technology,” Melvin Kranzberg stated: “Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.” These words were written in 1986; today, they perfectly describe the digital technologies that shape how we understand and experience our differences. As digital tools continue infiltrating every aspect of our lives in ways that are both obvious and obscure, Difference Machines: Technology and Identity in Contemporary Art invites us to pause and consider: How does technology shape our identities? More specifically: How does technology shape the way we understand the differences between us, including our race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, and dis/ability? And how does technology contribute to—or allow us to resist—the systemic marginalization
and oppression of people with certain identities? Art in particular can help us answer these questions by presenting technology and identity in a new light and creating space for them to be imagined differently. The works on view in this exhibition are particularly relevant to our historical moment, as we decide what role we want technology to play in our lives and in our communities while we strive to build a more equitable future.

Several works in the exhibition foreground the idea that identity categories based on physical attributes are not “natural,” but rather, are shaped by society—including by our technologies. One of the earliest works in the show is Mongrel’s *Heritage Gold*, 1997, a hack of Photoshop 1.0 that transforms identities into filters that can be applied at will, anticipating the widespread use of face filters today. A.M. Darke’s *Ye or Nay?,* 2020, is an adaptation of the game “Guess Who?,” with one significant twist: all of the figures are Black male celebrities. In producing verbal descriptions of each man, the players perform the same acts of categorization that are central to the construction of collective identities, while also producing the kind of metadata that are tracked by Big Data. Rian Hammond’s *Root Picker, 2021*, exposes gender as being itself a kind of “code” that has been “programmed” by the biological sciences, the pharmaceutical industry, and colonialism. Joi Minaya’s #dominican-womengooglesearch, 2016, reveals that while the eroticization and exoticization of Latinx women has a long history, the internet is now amplifying these stereotypes.

Many artworks are particularly focused on the increasing use of digital technologies to perform surveillance, which can have a more negative impact on marginalized communities. In his 1992 work *Surveillance: Tagging the Other*, Keith Piper sounds the alarm about the use of digital surveillance to tag certain identities, and especially the United Kingdom’s Black subjects, as being “Other,” extending the long history of the surveillance and classification of Black people. Hasan Elahi’s *Thousand Little Brothers*, 2014, includes photos from the artist’s ongoing digital self-surveillance, which he began after being wrongly interrogated by the FBI following 9/11—an event that contributed to a massive erosion of the right to privacy, especially for immigrants, Muslims, and people of color. Morehshin Allahyari’s *Material Speculation: ISIS, 2015–16*, and *South Ivan Heads*, 2017, protest both the destruction of Middle Eastern cultural heritage by ISIS and the colonialist “capture” of that heritage by Western companies that transform it into their intellectual property. Zach Blas produced the masks in *Facial Weaponization Suite*, 2012–14, in conjunction with a series of workshops he organized about the dangers of biometric surveillance for women, gay men, and Black, Latinx, and Indigenous people, “weaponizing” surveillance against itself while suggesting that collective identities, including the ones constructed by technology, might themselves be “masks” that hide our individuality.

While being visible within digital systems can make marginalized people vulnerable to surveillance, not being visible enough can become its own problem, too. Another recurring topic in the exhibition is the erasure of marginalized communities through digital technologies—whether by accident or by design. Mendi + Keith Obadike’s early net art projects *Blackness for Sale*, 2001, and *The Interaction of Coloreds*, 2002/2018, deploy satire to highlight the literal and metaphorical whiteness of our digital tools. In *Level of Confidence*, 2015, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer uses facial recognition technology to perform a futile search for the forty-three students who were kidnapped in Iguala, Mexico in 2014. By redirecting this form of surveillance, he underscores that technology is more often used to erode civil rights than address the needs of victims of injustice. For Insufficient Memory, 2020, Sean Fader used his own photographs and texts to create an interactive database of the murder victims of LGBTIQ+ hate crimes, highlighting the “insufficiency” of the stories we use data to tell. Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley’s *WE ARE HERE BECAUSE OF THOSE THAT ARE NOT*, 2020, uses game mechanics to teach the importance of archiving the lives and experiences of Black trans women. Both Fader and Brathwaite-Shirley’s projects acknowledge that being visible can be traumatic and even dangerous for LGBTIQ+ people, while also insisting that being excluded from digital systems is its own kind of violence.

Given the relationship between technology and inequity, many of the artists in the show emphasize the importance of reasserting control over the digital technologies that shape our identities. Skawennatii’s video *She Falls for Ages*, 2017, occupies the platform Second Life to retell the traditional Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) creation story as a science fiction narrative. This prompts us to imagine Indigenous people as belonging to the future and not just the past, exemplifying what Anishinaabe author Grace Dillon calls *Indigenous Futurism.* Sondra Perry’s *IT’S IN THE GAME...*, 2018, which is based on the economic exploitation of her brother’s likeness by an NCAA Basketball videogame, attempts to reclaim his identity and agency through both technology and art. By questioning a Black female robot named Bina48 about topics such as racism, Stephanie Dinkins points out that the development of artificial intelligence raises profound questions about what it means to be human. Because the answers are necessarily influenced by racism, sexism, ageism, and other biases, AI must be shaped by input from diverse perspectives. Lior Zalmanson’s *Excess Ability*, 2014, uses...
Google’s error-prone auto-transcription software on the video of a publicity event in which the company claimed the technology would increase accessibility for the Deaf and hard of hearing. By highlighting the software’s flaws, the video critiques what Meredith Broussard describes as technochauvinism, and suggests the importance of creating technology outside of the limits of Silicon Valley.44

“We get to explore, tinker, have fun with, and use things in ways they’re not necessarily made to be used, which means we have the capacity for discovery and ingenuity”

—Stephanie Dinkins

With her new video installation Landscape of Anticipation 2.0, 2021, Saya Woolfalk proposes a radical future for technology—and also for identity. The sci-fi figures we meet in this work belong to the artist’s imagined population of chimerical Empathics. These humanoids appear to defy categorization and embrace the idea of hybridity; one might say that they empathize so much with other organisms like plants and animals that they become them. In the tradition of Afrofuturism, Woolfalk’s work, like Skawennati’s, helps us see racialized bodies as belonging to the future (not just the past), and as agents (not just the subjects) of technology. In this utopian world, differences between bodies continue to exist, but are not so easily articulated into rigid, easily identifiable categories. Woolfalk’s work therefore allows us to imagine difference without oppression—or amnesia. Art always has helped us imagine possible futures. What landscape could we anticipate more eagerly than this?

The quotations by the artists in Difference Machines that appear throughout this essay are excerpted from interviews conducted on the occasion of this exhibition, which may be viewed in the exhibition and on the Albright-Knox website.

A Note From the Curators

Perhaps inevitably, Difference Machines reflects our long-standing commitment to experimental and socially engaged practices at the intersection of art and technology, as well as our own experience of difference. Paul Vanouse (who founded Coalesce: Center for Biological Art in 2015) is an artist whose projects since the 1990s have explored the cultural impact of emerging technologies. He is especially interested in how the technologies that we use to identify people, like fingerprinting and DNA analysis, shape our ideas about difference. A biracial Black man, his recent work includes using DNA samples from his own mixed-race family to explore the complex history of scientific racism. For most of her life, Tina Rivers Ryan has lived with a disabling condition that she manages with devices that continuously regulate her body’s chemistry via algorithms, transforming her into a literal cyborg.46 Her research as a scholar has focused on the relationship between our bodies and technology, pushing back on transhumanist fantasies that it can separate our minds from our bodies and the identities that are attached to them. For both of us, this exhibition is political and also deeply personal. In our own ways, we each consciously inhabit identities shaped by digital tools. But everyone’s identities are now shaped by digital tools—regardless of whether you’re a digital native or Luddite. Art has become a way for us to make sense of the condition in which we find ourselves; we hope the works in this exhibition will do the same for you.
Glitch Feminism: A Manifesto
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An essay by Jorge Luis Borges begins with a fictional Chinese encyclopedia that divides animals into:

(a) belonging to the Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) suckling pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray dogs, (h) included in the present classification, (i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very fine camelhair brush, (l) et cetera, (m) having just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look like flies.¹

When first reading this list of fanciful classifications, we might be amused that the natural divisions between animals appear to have been misunderstood, or disregarded. Upon further reflection, however, we may begin to question whether such divisions are really natural at all. In any classification system, the boundaries between categories are often debatable or fluid: historical time periods and musical genres are notoriously hard to pin down, for example. In other words, Borges’s Chinese encyclopedia draws on a racist caricature of Asian cultures as backwards to suggest the absurdity of all classifications. In addition to not being natural, classifications also are not neutral: they necessarily reflect what a society thinks is worth studying. In the West, modern encyclopedias first emerged during the European Enlightenment, when colonization and the building of empires drove the desire to organize knowledge systematically. One of Borges’s points is that such systems never transcend the cultures that produce them, despite their claims to universality.

The exhibition Difference Machines: Technology and Identity in Contemporary Art explores how this is true even in the case of the categories that describe our collective identities. We are all complex beings with real physical differences from one another, but it is society that determines how these differences are named, which is why identities often shift across space and time. Contemporary racial categories, for example, are not natural divisions in the human species but social constructions. There are differences between groups of people from different geographical locations across the world, but there is no stable group of observable or genetic traits that can be used to distinguish “Black” from “white” or “Asian.” Genetically, there are more differences within the so-called races than between them. While there is no scientific basis for race, this does not mean that race—or racism—does not exist. Nearly a century ago, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote that disregarding race because it is not based on fact does nothing to address its force in societies that have been shaped by colonialism and slavery.² As theorist Paul Gilroy writes, we are not born into a race, but racialized. Less a noun than a verb, race is a kind of technology for producing difference that has been used to justify the treatment of enslaved and colonized peoples and to affirm national identity.³

Like race, gender is also a social construct. Sex and gender are often conflated, but one’s sex is typically associated with one’s biology, while one’s gender is an identity—hence the varying genders described in different cultures and time periods.⁴ As Judith Butler has written, gender is not an essential or innate trait: “gender is in no way a stable entity,” but rather “an identity instituted through a styled repetition of acts.”⁵ Every day, we perform our gender through the way we dress, speak, move, and act towards others, in ways that are both deeply personal and conditioned by society. For example, cultural norms may dictate that it is more “natural” for a woman to accept commands and offer assistance than a man—which is precisely why the default voices of virtual assistants such as Siri and Alexa are feminine.

Similarly, while a preference for sexual partners is rooted in our biology, identities such as straight or gay are shaped by society. The term homosexual, for example, was not invented until the late nineteenth century, and its connotation rapidly shifted. Originally coined by an activist who was trying to fight laws that criminalized sodomy, the term was soon pathologized as a mental disorder tied to other criminal acts, such as pedophilia. In this sense, a label can be a condemnation that marginalizes certain behaviors. Over the past twenty years, however, labels including Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer have been embraced by many (though they are still eschewed by some, particularly outside Western frameworks). Formerly a pejorative insult, the term queer is now often seen as a unifying, positive identity. Michael Warner defines queerness as the opposite of heteronormativity, the beliefs and policies that position heterosexuality as the default sexual orientation.⁶ Querness can even question the value of rigidly categorizing sexuality, which historically has been the means used to police and control it.

Even the category of “disabled” is socially constructed. In her research on ableism, Fiona Kumari Campbell describes how laws, institutions, technologies, and other social forces distinguish normal from pathological and able-bodied from disabled identities.⁷ As the word suggests, for a body to be described as dis-abled, it must be compared to another, able body. People only become “disabled” when living in a society that is not designed to accommodate how their particular body functions or performs work. Most disabled people choose to describe themselves as disabled, rather than “differently abled,” to underscore that one is actively “disabled” by social norms, just as one is “raced” and “gendered.” Still, as with race, gender, and sexuality, this label has real-world consequences, exposing individuals to prejudice and discrimination.

Throughout the twentieth century, various marginalized communities (including African Americans and LGBTQ+ and disabled people) organized to demand their civil rights. Today, the fight for social justice continues, alongside calls to make mainstream politics and culture more inclusive. At the same time, demands for more representation can wind up reinforcing labels instead of interrogating how they relate to systems of power. In response, many people are now questioning the politics of representation, focusing more on how our identities are defined, how their boundaries are policed, and how they relate to systemic inequities.
Some even argue that being required to conform to an identity in order to be “counted” is its own kind of oppression. Furthermore, asserting our identities can make us vulnerable to discrimination or tokenization, leading many activists to echo Michel Foucault’s assessment, in his work on the origins of modern surveillance and social control, that “visibility is a trap.”

Although our collective identities can be a liability, some argue that they also can be a source of empowerment. In the 1980s, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak used the term “strategic essentialism” to describe how marginalized people can temporarily organize themselves on the basis of shared identities—even if those identities are not really “essential” or intrinsic. To cite one example, people with “invisible” disabilities who embrace the term “disabled” strategically challenge the idea that being disabled must be bad or shameful. Historically speaking, our identities also have been the basis for the shared cultural traditions that give meaning to many of our lives, from musical subcultures to holidays. In this way, identities can be sources of joy and pride, too.
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